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Muscle Car Engine Sounds 
Addon pack for Realistic Engine Sounds 

By: Yugel Mobile 

 

 

 

Thank you for purchasing Muscle Car Engine Sounds. 
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This package is an addon pack for „Realistic Engine Sounds” Unity 

Asset. 

 

Package includes: 
 

- 1 .unitypackages (contain prefabs and demo scene):  

    - RES_MuscleCar.unitypackage 

     

- 5 ready to use muscle car engine sound packages for exterior and interior camera views 

with engine startup sounds: (this names are give a hint of which sound pack is for which car brand 

and type) 

    - V8 Camar 1969 

    - V8 Camar 2017 

    - V8 Corvt C7 

    - V8 GT500 1967 

    - V8 Stang 1967 

- Acceleration and deceleration wav files for exterior and interior camera views 

- 90 wav files for car engine sounds (45 for interior and 45 for exterior camera views) 

- 1 demo scene 

- 10 Engine sound prefabs for „Realistic Engine Sounds” Unity Asset 

 

 

 

 

There are total 90 Wav audio files in this package. 

*There are total 10 prefabs in this package. 
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Setup for Realistic Engine Sounds: 
 

Firstly import Realistic Engine Sounds and later import RES_MuscleCar.unitypackage. 

With this you get engine sound prefabs for Realistic Engine Sounds. 

For supported vehicle physics controllers add the right script to these prefabs. (For example: 

EdysToRes.cs) 
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License 

 

You can use this asset for unlimited games.  

 

You can’t resell or redistribute the package or any single file from the 

package on any store! 

 

Credits 
All of the sound files are recorded, created and mastered by me. 

I would like to say a Thank You for friends and customers who sent me their recordings of vehicles 

and for the vehicle owners who let me to record their vehicle’s engine sound and other sounds. 

Some sound files are made from dyno videos found around the web. 

 

Realistic Engine Sounds Youtube Playlist: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeYeLwJ5qAI&t=64s&list=PLYFtdNoo8S3iZToDX

uiL5y8aZupzDEvku&index=1 

Get Realistic Engine Sounds - Lite version here: http://bit.ly/2PImhmE  

Get Realistic Engine Sounds - Plus version here: http://bit.ly/3av1ET8  

Get Realistic Engine Sounds - Pro version here: http://bit.ly/3ct9LRL  

Like my Facebook Page for news about my assets and video games: 

https://www.facebook.com/yugelmobile/ 

Made by: Szlacki Attila 

Contact: info@skrilstudio.com 

Website: http://skrilstudio.com 

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/yugelmobile 
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